86                                     PHYSICS OF THE AIR
Now, in the case of the atmosphere, while in a vertical direction there is neither homogeneity in dust content nor in density, there frequently is approximate horizontal homogeneity over considerable distances in respect to both conditions; and by observing the sun at different angles of elevation a considerable and, at such times, allowable range in the ratio of m to n can be obtained for the atmosphere as a whole.
For simplicity it is desirable to take n = 2m, from which,
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» (equation of Bouguer).
When both Im\ and In are measured, as they may be anywhere, /ox, or the intensity of the radiation outside the atmosphere, is thereby also determined nearly as closely. This equation, however, is accurate only when the transparency of the air is the same at the times of both observations. If the sky is clearer at the time the sun is viewed through the greater air path, I27WX evidently will be too large and Jo\ correspondingly too small; similarly, if at that time the sky is less clear, 70\ will be too large. Neither, as Langley showed long ago, is it permissible to drop the X and apply the equation so modified to the whole, or even any considerable portion, of the solar radiation.
Let the intensities of the several monochromatic radiations be A0, jB0, Co, etc., and their respective coefficients of transmission a, 6, c, etc. Then their combined residual intensities after passing through the thicknesses m and 2m of the absorbing medium will be, respectively,
+ BQbm + C0cm +, etc. = Rm and
Aaa*m + BQbZm + C0c 2wt +, etc. = /e2m.
Hence the initial intensity, as computed by the Bouguer equation, is
But   the  difference  between  the   actual  and  the  computed  initial intensity is
AQ + BQ + C0  +, etc.   -  #0   =
oC0(oOT -cm)2+ """            ~   .....
An occasional term in the numerator of this final fraction may reduce to zero, since possibly a = k, c = I, etc., but in general no two of the coefficients, a, 6, c, etc., are equal to each other. Hence every term in the numerator, except the few zero ones, if such exist, and consequently

